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Abstract 
Programming languages have been increasingly mapping end-users needs and mental models. They have 
expanded the number of users who can program or learn how to program. They are focused on sighted users. 
This study introduces APL, an Audio Programming Language for blind learners. APL is a programming 
language with audio-based interfaces to assist blind learners to develop problem solving and algorithmic 
thinking skills. APL is also a way to help blind learners to construct meaning by making programs. APL is a 
programming language by and for blind learners. We tested APL with novice blind programmers during and 
after development. They tried, analyzed and make improvements to APL. They usability tested APL by solving 
problems with increasingly complexity and answering usability questionnaires. Blind users understood APL, 
made programs, mapped the programming process and enjoyed the experience showing that a programming 
language based on audio can be constructed to fit the needs and mental models of blind learners to help them to 
enter to the programming world. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the last three decades diverse attempts have been made to make programming closer 

to end users: Basic, Logo, Smalltalk, Pascal, Boxer, Playground, KidSim, AgenSheets, 

LiveWord, Shoptalk [4, 6, 11, 12, 17, 18, 20].  All of these have contributed to expand the 

number of people who can program and learn how to program. Many of them have applied 

user interfaces principles to programming. This ends up with better skills to program by end 

users. Thus we can describe studies concerning Programming by Demonstration, 

Programming by Example, Visual Programming, Graphical programming, and Physical 

Programming [2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 13, 21]. Most of this programming attempts (if not all) has 

been focused on visual programmers. 

A learner with visual disabilities that wants to learn programming has to use text-to-

speech systems that “reads” programming commands, variables, etc. Actually, we can assume 

that there is an implicit assumption that blind users think in the same way as sighted users.  

A number of recent studies have shown that when using audio-based applications blind 

children can develop and rehearse cognition [7, 9, 14, 15, 16, 19]. Most of these studies focus 

on the development of 3D audio interfaces to map the entire surrounding space as proof of 
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concept concerning audio-based interfaces. A few studies analyses the effects and impact of 

spatialized sound on the development of cognition of blind people. They tend to evaluate the 

usability of these applications by solving cognitive tasks in order to develop tempo-spatial 

relationships, short and abstract memory, spatial abstraction, haptic perception, and 

mathematic reasoning.  

This research study introduces APL, a programming language based on audio to 

enhance problem solving and thinking skills in novice blind learners. APL was built by and for 

blind learners. They usability tested different versions of the software and contribute to enrich 

and make APL to map their needs and way of thinking. Blind learners also evaluated the 

usability of the final version of APL by walking through it and solving specific tasks. 

 

A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE FOR BLIND LEARNERS 

What are the specific needs of blind learners in order to program? Why is it difficult to 

them to map and follow current programming languages? Can we develop a programming 

language to better fit their needs? These were the underlying questions in our study.  

 
Figure 1. A blind learner interacting with APL by only using sound. 

 

A programming language communicates the programmer with the computer. To do 

this the structure and logic is designed in such a way to be interpreted by the machine. Actual 

languages are based on the idea that a programmer writes command lines interpreted by the 

computer. These commands must be correctly written and well defined otherwise the machine 

cannot understand instructions and specific tasks are unsolved. This implies to memorize a 

huge amount of command lines and to write command lines correctly in order to avoid error 

parsing. These programming languages are heavily based on visual interfaces 

Two major difficulties can be found when blind learners use these languages. First, if 

they use a pure language they will face the issue of verifying program consistency and the 
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correct reading of command lines. Second, if we provide them with current tools to support 

program construction, they face the issue of dealing with graphical user interfaces. Actually, 

APL intends to close the gap between programming by sighted learners and programming by 

blind learners. 

APL is the first intent to develop a programming language oriented to blind learners. 

The idea is that blind youth can interact and communicate with the computer as sighted 

programmers do by creating and manipulating their own programs and exchanging them with 

other users, sighted or blind. The only difference is the way the do it and the sensory channel 

used to interact with the machine. 

APL has been conceived to make easier the writing of command lines by assuring 

correct writing and avoid parsing problems, and thus facilitating machine-programmer 

interaction through additional tools not commonly found in programming languages. 

APL is targeted to a specific target users then it can be adapted to their specific needs. 

As an example, common programming languages use minimum storage units or variables that 

are appropriate to the user needs. Thus it is hard to image a language without string or integer 

variables. All emerge from the user’s needs. In contrast, APL implements a new and 

unconventional type of variable that is able to store sounds to be later manipulated by the blind 

user. Sound is not a function of APL; rather it is treated as a fundamental unit. 

 

APL: AUDIO PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 

We aimed at developing a tool to facilitate the manipulation of a programming 

language by blind learners. Then we provided facilitating elements oriented to blind novice 

programmers by diminishing syntax complexity of a current language and adding functions to 

analyze the final programs. 

 
Figure 2. Layers of APL 
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1. Modeling 

We developed an implementation model. Two basic conditions were set. The software 

should be easy to implement and flexible by allowing changes without modifying everything. 

APL has two main layers: Audio Interface and Program Logic (see Figure 2). 

Audio Interface includes two states: Round Command List and a Query. Round 

Command List contains a command list to be chosen according to the program state such as 

loop, condition, input, output, and variables. Query is used to define variable names and 

values, input/output audio. Text is optional. 

Program Logic consist of four states: Run program, End loop or condition, Delete last 

command, and Save command and verify next step. All of them facilitate the correct semantic 

and make the logic understandable by the computer. The semantic is visible for the computer 

and invisible for the end user. Save command and verify next step controls actions through a 

self-questioning about if it is either a list or a query by triggering one of the Audio Interface 

states. 

 

2. Development 

APL was developed by using Java 1.4.1 and FreeTTS Java speech synthesizer. These 

are fine tools for media management and close to the machine logic. APL has the following 

modules: Data Base, Integrity, Kernel, and CHI.  

Data Base stores the commands and its integrity. Integrity reads the Data Base loading 

on a certain structure and manipulating commands. APL has the following commands: loop, 

condition, input, output, and variables. Loop and condition have the same meaning as in 

current programming languages. Input and output are based on audio and text-to-speech 

defined by the blind programmer and saved as a variable for later manipulation. Variables are 

sound, text and number. Sound is the main and most used variable. Kernel manages the 

interaction between the user and programming rules. CHI controls input/output audio and 

translates input/output text to audio. The interface is entirely based on audio then blind 

programmers have not direct interaction with the screen. APL has two modes: programmer 

mode and running mode.  

APL is a programming language for blind users. It favors information input and adds 

feedback adapted to users. To do this blind novice programmers should not write desired 
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commands. Rather they can select them from a list classified by categories carefully designed 

to help searching expected commands. This assures a correct command semantic and helps to 

have an adequate parsing for the machine.  

Blind programmers can choose commands within the following categories:  loop, 

condition, input, output, cycle, and variables. They are the first category of commands and can 

be stored in a nested list thoroughly navigated by up and down arrows. APL reads each 

command from this list as demanded by the programmer. This is made through a text-to-

speech embedded in APL. To move through the list of commands the programmer has to use 

up and down arrows to walk easily and completely throughout the rounded list. To choose a 

command the programmer has to select the right arrow. After entering the command a new list 

is downloaded underlying the preceding command. Thus a new valid command list is 

completed and stored in memory. Blind programmers repeat this process as many times as 

possible by selecting among a fixed number of commands to come out with the desired 

product. To execute the programmed application the user has to press F8. 

 

The command definition is: 

Input: The blind programmer uses this command to create an input requirement when 

executing the program by selecting the desired variable, keyboard or sound. This input should 

be saved in a variable defined by the programmer. 

Output: It corresponds to the medium available to the programmer to create output of the 

product. Here we use only sound interfaces.  Sound has two modes: 1. The programmer 

defines a variable and saving it with a corresponding sound, and 2. The programmer defines a 

variable and saving it with a corresponding word or sentence entered through the keyboard 

and read by text-to-speech when executing the program. 

Cycle: Command that allows executing the program many times in a defined sector. It can 

only come out of the defined sector when the defined cycle condition is attained. The cycle is 

completed by using the end cycle option. 

Condition: Command that compares between defined variables by the programmer. If they 

are true the commands between tags are executed. Then a new option is created in the 

command list, end of condition. 
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Variable: Here the variables are defined. They can be text or sound type. Text is read by text-

to-speech. 

| 
Figure 3. Command list tree 

 

During the execution mode the programmed commands are interpreted and interact 

with the user and machine according to the requirements defined by the programmer. This 

module does not have a high interaction with the user because the main goal is to execute the 

program. 

  

PRELIMINARY USABILITY TESTING RESULTS 

The first prototype of APL has been tested with expert and end users. 

 

Evaluation by expert users.  APL was tested with four expert users. The main goal 

was to test APL with users that have experience and knowledge in programming to validate 

the functionality, to identify possible problems and errors, and to suggest some improvements. 

They were informed about the correspondence of APL commands with generic commands, 

and they programmed the software with the available commands. Experts detected functioning 

problems such as: a. APL did not support multiple cycles, b. APL did not allow to make 

waterfalls conditions, c. The conditions of APL did not allow to exit from cycles, d. Some 

issues when manipulating variables “keyboard” (variable types such int, var, and string cannot 

be defined), e. The sound and voice can be confusing in some aspects, f. The executor went 
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down when the cycle was not appropriately defined.  We then improved the prototype both the 

programmer interface and the execution by considering these comments and suggestions. 

Evaluation by end users. APL was usability pilot tested with three blind novice 

programming learners, ages 17 to 20, during four long interactive sessions of 2.5 hours each. 

First, basic programming concepts were introduced and solved related mental tasks. Second, 

they interacted with APL by using basic commands to create simple programs such as Hello 

World and Jalisco (a guessing game). Third, they made their own programs such as “think an 

idea and make a program” (see Figure 1). Finally, they developed a small program for blind 

and sighted people to learn Braille.  

 

The main goal was to familiarize users with concepts and elements to solve problems 

with APL. The idea was that users could interact with APL, identify classic algorithms and 

data structure in computer science, and develop algorithmic thinking to solve a problem. Users 

understood the functioning and the main goal of APL. They also learned about the basics of 

programming.  

Blind users were observed by a team of three research people using a Likert type 

written scale and answered a usability test during the last session. 

In the beginning they understood some programming concepts but it was complex to 

them to understand the concept and functions of different commands such as cycle, condition, 

and variable. This took more time as expected. During the third session they understood these 

concepts and made comments concerning APL based on their interaction experience and 

expectations about the functionality. We observed that methodologies such as theoretical 

explanations and step by step exercises did not help them to understand fully the basic 

concepts of programming.  

This can be explained by knowing that blind learners tend to rely heavily on concrete 

experience before building abstract thinking. They did not construct a mental model of APL 

and programming until they had their own idea and knowing fully the meaning. Then from 

known to unknown they increasingly develop understanding of programming.  

Blind learners were able to interact with APL by using commands such as input, 

output, variables, cycles, and condition. They could make some programs following step by 

step directions as well as making programs about ideas posed by them. By the last session they 
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evidenced to understand programming concepts and apply them to their programs. Blind users 

constructed logic thinking skills, verbalized them with their partners and observers, and make 

programs to prove their feasibility. They were very motivated and satisfied as a result of 

interacting with APL. 

As users understood concepts and commands, and applied them to their programming, 

they were able to design logic instructions, understand, reproduce and verbalize them. They 

also generated algorithms that can be reproduced mentally. They were motivated and showed 

interest and enthusiasm when programming.  

They also made diverse comments and suggestions to improve APL such as to have a 

feedback by using the space bar to remind the last written word, to start up APL by their own, 

and to make it faster when using arrows. 

Our experience with blind users programming APL shows that current programming 

visual tools are not feasible for these learners. It appears that the issue is not just to adapt 

visual programming to blind learners [18]. The theoretical background of these tools is 

complex to be mapped by novice blind learners.  One interesting result in our usability test 

evidenced that interactivity may have rather different meaning and implications in blind users.  

This needs to be studied more fully. 

 

CONCLUSION 

We have introduced APL, a programming language based on audio for blind learners. 

We designed APL to help blind learners to enter to the programming world by targeting their 

needs and mental models. Blind learners were able to interact and program APL by using 

commands. They could understand programming concepts and apply them to their programs. 

Learners followed directions and programmed their own ideas.  

Adequate uses of audio as a sensory interactive medium can help learners to learn how 

to program thus solving problems and developing thinking skills. We observed that throughout 

the testing sessions blind learners developed algorithmic and logic thinking skills, verbalized 

them, and wrote programs to prove their feasibility. The experience of interacting with APL 

was motivating and very interesting to them. When the testing concluded they expressed 

satisfaction as a consequence of this programming experience. 
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We have learned the way blind users map the programming process by using APL. We 

believe it is somehow different from sighted users. Actually, the concept of interaction 

through programming has a different meaning to them. This is a first step in our attempt to 

provide a flexible and robust Audio Programming Language that fits the needs of blind 

learners and help them to enjoy learning to program and thus developing their cognition. 
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